POLICY

FOR

GEO-SCIENTIFIC

DATA

GENERATION

FOR

HYDROCARBONS IN INDIAN SEDIMENTARY BASINS
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The hydrocarbon sector plays a vital role in the economic growth of the
country as oil and gas continue to play a pre-eminent role in meeting the
energy requirements of the nation. The ‘India Hydrocarbon Vision 2025’
(Annexure-IV) outlines the overall prospective and vision for this
purpose.
1.2 The growth of the economy would automatically lead to growth in energy
consumption. The gap between demand and supply of crude oil, natural
gas and petroleum products from indigenous sources is likely to increase
over the years. This calls for an increased emphasis on domestic
hydrocarbon exploration and production. A significant part of the Indian
sedimentary basins still remain unexplored. Inviting private investors for
exploration is handicapped due to non availability of data for such
unexplored areas. Hence there is a pressing need to acquire geoscientific data in respect of all the sedimentary basins so as to accelerate
Exploration and Production (E&P) operations.
1.3 The total area of sedimentary basins in India is 3.14 million Sq Km.
Despite the best efforts, a significant part of these sedimentary basins
are not explored / well explored and some parts do not have any geoscientific data. There is virtually no geo-scientific data for hydrocarbons
in 48% of the sedimentary basin area in the country.
2.

BACKGROUND
2.1 The blocks offered in the bidding rounds need to be supported by data
packages for assessment of oil and gas potential by the prospective
bidders. Therefore the geo-scientific data made available to bidders prior
to bidding is the most essential technical input in the search for
hydrocarbons. In order to generate such data, GOI adopted a nonexclusive Multi-client Speculative Model based on post cost recovery
profit sharing in 2005. Accordingly Speculative Geophysical Survey /
Reprocessing Agreements were executed with eight Service Providers
for undertaking nine geophysical surveys/reprocessing activities under
this model till 2009. However, for the last four years, no speculative
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geophysical agreement could be executed due to difficulties in
implementing the cost recovery model.
2.2 In view of the requirement for generation of geo scientific data to
support E&P activities, it was decided in the 19th Administrative Council
meeting of DGH held on 27th September 2012, to make the speculative
survey model more attractive and easier to implement. A policy paper
on “Case for National Data Policy in E&P of Hydrocarbon Sector in
India” circulated by the Power & Energy division of the Planning
Commission in February 2013, has also highlighted the importance of
generation of geo scientific data, and the need for a re-look at the
existing models. Main observations of the said policy paper are given
below:
a) Due to high cost of drilling, accurate selection of well locations
becomes very important, and this in turn is entirely dependent on
seismic and related data, which is the starting point for exploration.
b) It is well acknowledged that there is a need for a faster vehicle of
awarding blocks in order to bring more area under exploration. Open
Acreage Licensing Policy (OALP) is one such vehicle which is under
consideration of the Government wherein blocks may be offered
round the year to the interested companies. The selection of the block
would be left to the interested player as opposed to NELP where
blocks are carved out by the Government. However, launch of OALP
would directly depend upon the availability of the data for both the
awarded and un-awarded acreages.
c) As India has vast unexplored sedimentary basins, a strategy which
facilitates a time bound full coverage has become a necessity.
Moreover, even the OALP pre-supposes offering of data to the
interested companies for them to submit their bids/ interest. Hence,
availability of data is no longer an option, but a pre-condition.
d) National Government is not expected to earn profits out of sale of
geo-scientific data to E&P companies because this raises the cost of
exploring oil and gas. The Government is set to achieve much higher
commercial gains as well as energy security through enhanced
exploration and production, which may get dampened by a high cost
of entry into the hydrocarbon sector through profit sharing on data.
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e) On the other hand, the data acquisition companies are in the business
of multi-client speculative data for a commercial gain, and would make
an enthusiastic debut only if the terms are attractive. They would take
the risk of cost recovery for which they would seek exclusivity period
for license of data thus acquired.
The Planning Commission therefore observed that the existing multiclient speculative survey policy will not serve the desired objective.
Hence, the policy prescription must provide for a definite strategy -one
for proven basins wherein the data companies could acquire multiclient data at their own expense and risk, and offer the data to
interested companies who may be able to obtain the chosen acreages
through an OALP process. As regards the un-proven basins, other
models based on PPP may be considered by the Government.
3. POLICY
In view of the above background, it has been decided to formulate a
Geo-scientific Data Generation Policy for Hydrocarbons in the country
which will be a cornerstone for the launch of Open Acreage Licensing
Policy (OALP) to promote E&P activities. This Policy envisages two basic
models for generation of geo-scientific data for Indian basins
(i) Non-exclusive Multi-client Model:- In areas where there are
expressions of interest by Service Provider to carry out Survey.
(ii) Funding by Government: For area for which no offer to Conduct
Survey under (i) is received even after two years of its launch,
Government may initiate Survey with own funds.
Significant Feature of the Non Exclusive Multi Client Model:3.1.1 Permission for conducting GEO Scientific data Survey/Activities will be
granted by way of a Non Exclusive Multi Client Survey Agreement.
3.1.2 Government would retain the option for offering the same area to more
than one company, should an interest be expressed by another data
company for any reason including induction of superior technology.
3.1.3 This model replaces the earlier fiscal term of profit Sharing after cost
recovery with the payment of one time project fee.
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3.1.4 One time project fee of US$10000 and extension fee equal to 60% of
one time fee would be paid by the Service Provider. An application fee
of US$ 1000 would also be levied. In addition, the service provider will
have to furnish a Data Delivery Bank Guarantee of US$ 100,000.
3.1.5 Period of Survey under the agreement would be two years, with a
provision for one extension for maximum one year.
3.1.6 The Service Provider will have exclusive rights to license
data
generated as a result of the Survey to interested parties for a period of
twelve years (including the survey period), subject to the provisions of
this Agreement.
3.1.7 Service provider assumes all operational and financial risks, invests his
funds and resources for acquiring and/or processing and/or interpreting
geo-scientific data and can license such data to interested E&P
investors, subject to provisions of this Agreement.
3.1.8 The offer to undertake such studies through a multi-client business
model will be open throughout the year. Under this model, the service
provider may make attempts to recover the investments by seeking precommitment and pre-funding from E&P companies before the start of the
survey and/ or by license of such geo-scientific data when acquired
and/or processed and/or interpreted, subject to provisions of this
Agreement.
3.1.9 This Model enables generation of high quality geo-scientific data in a
speedy manner with Government ownership of data and also
encourages deployment of advanced/proprietary technologies in
upgrading the geological models and understanding the petroleum
systems in sedimentary basins of India without involving expenditure and
risk on the part of Government of India.
3.1.10 Government of India reserves the right to reject any application on
grounds of national security, Govt. policy or fraud committed by the
applicant.
3.1.11 Service provider and the licensee shall use the data solely for the
purpose of E&P activities. Licensee will also be subject to Indian laws
and the jurisdiction of Indian Courts.
Service Provider will make
provisions in this regard in their contract Agreement with licencees.
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3.2. Funding by Government:
3.2.1 In frontier basins and in areas posing higher financial risk, the above
model may not attract service providers to invest their funds for data
acquisition. In such areas, the government may undertake data
acquisition at its own expense and use this data to encourage bidding for
exploration acreages.
4. Role of Director General of Hydrocarbon (DGH):
4.1.1

DGH will administer this Policy on behalf of the Government of India.
GOI will continue to be the owner of the data acquired under this Policy.
The approval process to be followed is detailed in Para 4.1.2 -4.1.4.

4.1.2 In the first stage, the DGH will issue a “Provisional Letter of Consent”
(Annexure-I) after receiving the proposal in the prescribed Application
Form (Annexure-II) along with an application fee of US$ 1,000 (one
thousand dollars). The purpose of this Provisional Letter of Consent is to
enable the applicant company to approach and tie up pre-funding to the
extent possible with the prospective buyers of the data to be generated.
The DGH will seek clearances from Ministry of Defense and Ministry of
Home Affairs for the areas to be offered and the companies/ entities to
be granted letter of consent. The Provisional Letter of Consent would be
valid for six months. The DGH will have powers to extend the validity up
to a maximum period of one year.
4.1.3. In the second stage, after firming up the data acquisition requirements
and the related work programme, the applicant company would submit a
draft copy of the Non-exclusive Multi-client Agreement with all the
necessary details. The company would also pay a Project Fee of US
$10,000 (ten thousand dollars) and furnish a data delivery bank
guarantee of US $ 100,000 (one hundred thousand dollars).
4.1.4 DGH will examine the agreement submitted and if found in order, execute
the same on behalf of the Government of India with the Service
providers. Model agreement for Non Exclusive Multi Client Survey is
enclosed at Annexure-III (subject to final legal vetting).
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Annexure-III
AGREEMENT TO CARRY OUT NON-EXCLUSIVE MULTI-CLIENT GEO-SCIENTIFIC
SURVEYS/ACTIVITIES RELATING TO HYDROCARBONS
IN………………………………………….. (OFFSHORE and/or ONLAND) ……………PART
OF INDIA
(Project No…………………………)

[This Agreement is subject to scrutiny by Ministry of Law
& Justice, Government of India]
BETWEEN
THE DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF HYDROCARBONS, a body constituted under the Ministry
of Petroleum & Natural Gas, Government of India, having its office at OIDB Bhawan, Tower
A, Plot No. 2, Sector- 73, Noida-201301, India, hereinafter referred to as “DGH”, which
expression shall mean and include all its officers, employees, consultants, nominated third
parties, agents, successors and assigns thereof.
AND
M/S………………………….(Name of Service Provider), a corporate entity registered under the
laws of ……………. (Name of country) having its offices at ………. (Provide full addresses with
e-mails and telephone numbers)…………….. Hereinafter referred to as “Service Provider” which
expression shall mean and include all its officers, employees, consultants, nominated third
parties, agents, successors and assigns thereof.
(DGH and Service Provider shall herein after referred to as such or collectively as “Parties” or
singularly as “Party”)

WHEREAS

The Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas, Government of India, has entrusted the DGH with the
responsibility

for getting Geo-scientific surveys/ activities conducted by any foreign/Indian

company to generate new data and upgrade the available data on hydrocarbon potential of
India, with the purpose of attracting foreign and Indian companies to explore and develop oil and
gas fields in India.
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AND WHEREAS

The Service Provider has agreed, under the terms of this Agreement, to carry out NONEXCLUSIVE MULTI-CLIENT GEO-SCIENTIFIC SURVEYS/ ACTIVITIES RELATING TO
HYDROCARBONS, including acquisition and / or processing (including reprocessing) and/or
interpretation (including re-interpretation) of geo-scientific data, and to provide such Project Data
to DGH free of cost while licensing the Project Data to interested parties or persons.
THEREFORE, DGH and M/s.………………….. (Name of Service Provider) have entered into this
Agreement on this …………….. (Day) of ………… (Month), 201….. Under the terms and
conditions more fully described hereunder.

2.0. DEFINITIONS

2.1.

“Agreement” shall mean and include this entire document together with all its
attachments, annexure and appendices, and all mutually agreed amendments made in
writing hereafter.

2.2.

“Area” shall mean the area described in Annexure 1 attached hereto.

2.3.

“Agreement Data” shall mean the geo-scientific data, information, reports and maps
proposed to be generated and are to be acquired as described in Annexure-1 to this
Agreement, as a result of geo-scientific surveys/ activities relating to hydrocarbons,
including acquisition and/or processing (including reprocessing) and/or interpretation
(including re-interpretation) of geo-scientific data.

2.4.

“Agreement Duration” means the 12-year validity period of the Agreement from the
Effective Date, or till the termination of this Agreement, whichever is earlier

2.5.

“Bathymetry” is the study of underwater depth of water body or ocean floor. The data
obtained by measuring of ocean depth through depth sounding so as to map the seafloor
relief or terrain is termed as Bathymetric Data.
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2.6.

“DGH Data” shall mean the geo-scientific data including geological and geo-chemical
samples and core samples, provided by DGH to the Service Provider free of cost to
support the objectives of the Project.

2.7.

“Effective Date” is the date of signing of the Agreement.

2.8.

“Geo-Scientific Data” shall mean data and information relating to surface and subsurface characteristics of the sedimentary basins and geological structures which lead to
assessment of hydrocarbon prospectivity in the area to which the data and information
pertain.

2.9.

“Geo-Scientific Survey/Activity” shall mean such operations which lead to generation
of geo-scientific data, where such operations shall include acquisition and /or processing
(including re-processing) and /or interpretation (including re-interpretation) of such data
by way of, but not limited to, on-land/ offshore/airborne/satellite investigations using
seismic, gravity, magnetic, electric, magneto-telluric and /or geochemical and /or
geological surveys. However, such operations shall not include drilling of deep
exploratory wells.

2.10.

“LKM/GLK/SKM” shall mean Line Kilometer/ Ground Line Kilometer/Square Kilometer,
a terminology commonly used in offshore/onshore seismic activities relating to
hydrocarbon sector.

2.11.

“Physical Oceanographic Data” shall refer to vertical thermal, salinity, underwater
sound velocity, current, density and conductivity profile data collected, if any, during
offshore geo-scientific surveys.

2.12.

“Project” means all activities undertaken under the Agreement.

2.13.

“Project Data” shall mean and include all the geo-scientific data, information, reports and
maps actually generated and processed/ reprocessed, and/or interpreted/ reinterpreted
pursuant to this Agreement.

Note:

For the sake of clarity, it is clarified that the Project Data will normally be the same as
“Agreement Data”, or a sub-set of it.

2.14.

“Proprietary Information” means any technical and/or commercial information (whether
in visual or machine readable form) disclosed by one party to the other and identified by
a suitable legend or marking as being “Proprietary” as well as Proprietary Information
disclosed orally by one party to the other which was described as being proprietary at the
time of disclosure and thereafter is reduced to writing, appropriately identified and a copy
thereof sent to the receiving party within 15 working days of the original oral disclosure
PROVIDED HOWEVER that
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Proprietary Information shall not include any information which the receiving party can show that:
i.

is in or comes into the public domain otherwise than through a breach of this
Agreement or the fault of the receiving party; or

ii.

has been lawfully received from a third party without restriction as to its use or
disclosure; or

iii.

was already in its possession free of any such restriction prior to receipt from the
disclosing party; or

iv.

was independently developed by the receiving party without making use of the
Proprietary Information; or

v.

has been approved for release or use (in either case without restriction) by written
authorization of the disclosing party.
Provided further that the Project Data shall remain the Proprietary Information of the
Government/DGH at all times.

2.15.

“Raw Data” shall mean the original acquired unprocessed field data as recorded during
acquisition by the Service Provider within the proposed Survey Area in the industry
standard format, and copies thereof, including reformatted data and navigation merged
field data.

2.16.

“Survey Period” shall mean a period of two years from the Effective Date, or as
extended under the provisions of this Agreement.

3.0. DURATION
3.1.

The Service Provider shall complete the survey within a period of 2 years from the
Effective Date, hereinafter referred to as Survey Period. The Survey Period may be
extended for maximum period of 12 months on payment of Project Extension Fee as
stipulated in Clause 4 and on extension of Bank Guarantee for safe delivery of Project
Data.

3.2.

This Agreement shall remain valid for a period of 12 years from the Effective Date,
hereinafter referred to as Agreement Duration (including the extended period).

4.0. Fees structure for Project execution:
4.1.

The Project Fees will be US$ 10,000 for the Survey Period of two years. The Survey
Period can be extended for maximum 12 months by paying 60% percent of the Project
Fees (Project Extension Fee), or pro rata thereof.
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4.2.

Data Delivery Bank Guarantee will be US$ 100,000 and the same shall remain valid for
180 days after expiry of the Survey Period ( or extended survey period).

4.3.

The Service Provider shall apply for extension of Survey Period, if required, 2 months
prior to expiry of the Survey Period, along with the extended Data Delivery Bank
Guarantee.

5.0. PROJECT AND DELIVERABLES
5.1.

The Service Provider shall be permitted to carry out Geo-Scientific Survey/Activity in the
manner and in the Area described in Annexure 1 at its own risk and cost and with its own
resources, personnel and equipment in consideration of the payment of fee laid out in
Clause 4..

5.2.

The Service Provider shall deliver the Project Data free of cost to DGH as provided in
Clause 6.1.

5.3.

Subject to the provisions contained herein, the place of processing, interpretation and
report generation will normally be at Service Provider’s offices at …………...(name of
location). Any other formalities essential for the safety of Project Data as may be
specified by the Government of India and its agencies from time to time shall be
complied with.

5.4.

The Service Provider shall be free to conclude the Geo-scientific Survey/Activity at any
time within the Survey Period without completing the work relating to Agreement Data by
providing a Declaration of Survey Completion through a letter on plain paper along with
specifications and details of Project Data actually generated. No penalty will be levied for
such premature closure of Geo-scientific Survey/Activity. However, the Project Fee once
paid will not be refunded.

6.0. PROJECT DATA DELIVERY BANK GUARANTEE

6.1.

The Service Provider shall, within 30 days of the end of Survey Period or within 30 days
of furnishing the Declaration of Survey Completion, whichever is earlier, deliver to DGH
all the Project Data free of cost.

6.2.

To ensure compliance with the provisions of Clause 6.1. of this Agreement, the Service
provider shall deposit with DGH a Bank Guarantee (BG) from a scheduled Commercial
Bank in India for delivery of DGH Data and Project Data to DGH. Such Bank Guarantee
shall be furnished before the Effective Date.

6.3.

The Project shall commence only after the Effective Date
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6.4.

DGH shall have the right to encash the Bank Guarantee in case of failure to comply with
Clause 6.1, 7.12, 15.4 and 15.5

6.5.

The Bank Guarantee shall be for an amount of US $ 100,000 in the format as per
Annexure 2.

The Bank Guarantee shall be valid till six months beyond the Survey

Period/ extended Survey Period and will be released within thirty days of compliance with
clauses 6.1,7.12, 15.4 and 15.5

7.0. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS:

7.1

The Service Provider shall be entitled to carry out Geo-scientific Survey /Activities in the
manner and in respect of the Area defined in Annexure 1, on a non-exclusive basis. DGH
shall be free to allow any other party (ies) to

carry out Geo-scientific Survey/Activities

for the same Area at any point of time.

7.2.

Service Provider shall have the exclusive right to license the Project Data (excluding
Raw Data, Physical Oceanographic Data and DGH Data) during the Agreement
Duration, provided that license of such Project Data to companies incorporated in
neighbouring countries of India or countries as notified by DGH from time to time will
require prior permission of DGH. However, DGH shall not be precluded from using the
Project Data internally, or making a part of the Project Data available in the manner
indicated in clause 7.3 below for the limited purpose of data viewing by any company or
investor. No Project Data will be incorporated in data packages of individual exploratory
blocks, for the duration of the Agreement without the prior consent of the Service
Provider.

7.3.

The DGH will have the right to make digital PDF images, without location details, from
the Project Data for the purpose of promoting/ licensing acreages under bidding rounds/
open acreage licensing policy. In addition, a ‘demonstration package’, which is a subset
of the full Project Data set, is to be provided by Service Provider to DGH along with
deliverables (Annexure-1). The “demonstration package” should include the highlights of
geological features to enable DGH to promote the licensing acreages and data viewing
by interested E&P companies. Both the PDF images as well as the demonstration
package will only be used for viewing by the interested E&P companies during promotion
of acreages, and these will not be sold to them by DGH.
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7.4.

DGH shall have the right to depute geoscientists to Service Provider’s work place and
Service Provider shall provide such access to its existing geo-scientific Data, geological
understanding for line placements and geological inputs as may be deemed necessary
by DGH for completion of the Project. The Service provider shall also provide DGH full
access to their nominated geoscientists as well as unrestricted access to all the Project
Data.

7.5.

Service Provider shall be solely responsible to obtain all necessary permissions,
approvals and permits from the appropriate authorities, State Government and
Government of India agencies such as Ministry of Environment and Forest, Ministry of
Home Affairs, Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Mines,

Directorate General of Civil

Aviation, Chief Controller of Explosives, etc depending on the type of geo-scientific
survey/ activity undertaken by the Service Provider, in accordance with the applicable
laws / procedures / orders on the subject. While carrying out geophysical surveys in onland areas, District Magistrate of the District / Superintendent of Police shall be informed
by the service provider in advance. Separate permission will be sought from the State
Forest Authority wherever applicable. Service Provider shall bear the cost of all such
fee, guarantee bonds and other costs related to obtaining such permissions. Any loss or
damage suffered by the Service Provider on account of delays or rejections of such
permission, approval or permits shall be borne exclusively by the service provider.

7.6.

The service provider shall carry out the operations in compliance with Indian law for the
prevention and control of pollution and protection of marine environment.

The service

provider shall be liable for any pollution or any damage to the marine environment as a
result of these activities. The service provider shall also comply with such directions as
the

Central Government may issue from time to time for the conservation and

systematic development of offshore minerals, prevention of pollution, protection of
marine environment, prevention of coastal erosion or prevention of danger to life or
property including the marine life.

7.7.

The Parties agree that any subsequent improvements made to the said Project Data
during the Agreement Duration shall constitute an integral part of Project Data and shall
not confer any rights on the Service Provider which have not been granted herein unless
mutually agreed upon in writing. The Service Provider shall provide DGH with a copy of
any improved Project Data free of cost within thirty days of completion of the
aforementioned improvements. Any failure to deliver such improved Project Data within
the specified period shall render this Agreement null and void, and DGH shall then be
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free to license the available Project Data thereafter without any limitation arising on
account of confidentiality or proprietary nature of such Project Data.

7.8.

The Service Provider will be allowed to take the original unprocessed raw Project Data
tapes out of India subject to prior approvals from Government of India and its agencies
after fulfilling the terms and conditions for such approvals and DGH shall render
necessary assistance in this regard. However, Service Provider shall be solely liable to
bear the cost for transporting the said Project Data out of India as well as for bringing the
same back to India and for complying with all such terms and conditions which may be
imposed by Government of India and its agencies while granting such approvals.

7.9.

DGH shall not sell the Project Data during the currency of this Agreement without prior
consent of the Service Provider. However, the DGH shall have the right to use all the
Project Data free of charge for the purpose of carving out the blocks and for
promoting/licensing acreages under bidding rounds/open acreages licensing policy as
provided in clause 7.2 and 7.3. DGH shall also have the right to provide the Project Data
to Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Home Affairs in the interest of national security,
subject to confidentiality of data being maintained.

7.10.

Service provider shall allow at his own cost unrestricted access to representatives of
Government of India to its Project site(s) and offices at any point of time during the
“Agreement Duration” to fulfill the requirements under laws, guidelines, notifications or
permissions of any agency granting approval under Clause 7.5 in the manner indicated
below:(i)

In the course of acquisition of Project Data,. transportation from nearest railway
station/ port/ airport to worksite/ vessel as well as board and lodging facility at the
worksite/ vessel are to be provided by the Service Provider at its own cost.

(ii)

In the case of Project Data Processing/ Interpretation at Processing/
Interpretation Centres outside India, the Travelling & Daily Allowance and
Lodging expenses are to be paid in advance to DGH by Service Provider as per
the applicable rates of DGH.

7.11.

The Service provider shall transfer to DGH the location map of geo-scientific data to be
acquired and /or processed and/or interpreted prior to commencement of the Project. The
Service provider shall also submit to DGH the Daily Progress Report (DPR) and Monthly
Progress Report summarizing the survey activities and its navigational details etc. during
the survey period.
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7.12.

The DGH will provide DGH Data free of cost to the Service Provider to support the
Project, and the same shall be returned to DGH at the earliest opportunity, before the
completion of Survey Period. To-and-fro transportation and insurance of DGH Data tapes
to Service Provider processing center, for processing / reprocessing, shall be at the cost
of Service provider.

7.13.

Service provider agrees that it shall not keep the original or copies of any DGH Data in
any form whatsoever nor shall he license the same. Further, any such DGH Data which
is transported outside India shall be brought back to India at the earliest possible time
which in any case shall be before completion of the Survey Period.

7.14.

After the termination or expiry of this Agreement, the DGH shall be free to use the
Project Data in any manner whatsoever, including its sale/license without requiring any
permission from the Service Provider.

7.15.

DGH may advise the Service Provider for additional data acquisition and/or processing
and/or interpretation, wherever needed, to fill in the Project Data gaps, at the cost of the
Service Provider. All other terms and conditions agreed to herein shall remain
unchanged for carrying out the aforesaid additional work. However, the Service Provider
shall have discretion regarding acceptance of DGH’s advice in this regard.

7.16.

On request, the Service Provider may be given an opportunity to promote Survey Data
during road shows and promotional events organised by DGH.

7.17.

If the service provider participates in any of the E&P bid rounds for the area for which he
has undertaken geo-physical survey he shall license data collected to all the other E&P
bidders without any discrimination.

In the event of this not being done, the DGH shall

have the right to license such data to bidders denied this data by the service provider.

8.0. OWNERSHIP OF DATA AND CONFIDENTIALITY
8.1.

Ownership

The Service Provider shall, as soon as possible, provide to DGH, free of cost, all Project Data
obtained in pursuance of this Agreement, but not later than the timelines stipulated in clause 6.1.
Such Project Data shall be the property and Proprietary Information of the Government of India,
provided that the Service Provider shall have the right to make use of such data under this
Agreement and to license the Project Data to interested parties, subject to the provisions of this
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Agreement. Such license shall be subject to the condition that the Project Data continues to be
the property and Proprietary Information of the Government of India at all times.

8.2.

Confidentiality:

The receiving party (i.e. the DGH/GOI or the Service Provider ) of an item of Proprietary
Information undertakes:
i.

to keep such Proprietary Information confidential;

ii.

not to use such Proprietary Information otherwise than for the purposes of the
Project unless such use is specifically authorized in writing by the disclosing
Party;

iii.

not to disclose such Proprietary Information to any persons employed in its
business other than those having a need-to-know for the purposes of the Project,
and then only on the understanding that such persons are made aware of and
undertake to observe the provisions of this Agreement.

iv.

not to disclose Proprietary Information to any third party except for the purposes
of the Project and with the prior written consent of the disclosing party (which
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld) and then only on the understanding
that such third party is made aware of and undertakes to observe the provisions
of this Agreement;

v.

not to copy or reduce Proprietary Information to writing except as may be strictly
necessary for the purposes of the Project; and

vi.

to return to the disclosing party on demand all copies of Proprietary Information
reduced to writing (or other permanent form) and to destroy all notes and any
other written reports or documents which may have been made by the receiving
party to the extent they contain any part of or reference to the Proprietary
Information in whole or part except as authorized in writing by the disclosing
party or as is strictly necessary to complete any outstanding obligations relating
to the Project where after such Proprietary Information shall be returned or
destroyed as aforesaid.

8.3.

This Agreement shall not be construed as granting expressly or impliedly any rights
under patents, copyright or other form of intellectual property rights belonging to the
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Government of India to the receiving party in respect of Proprietary Information, the
ownership of which shall remain vested in the Government of India at all times.
8.4.

Should any party named in this Agreement hereto be the subject of merger or any other
form of reorganization, it is agreed that the successor in law to such party shall also be
bound by the terms of this Agreement as if such party were an original part hereto.
Subject as aforesaid, no party shall assign its interest under this Agreement without the
prior written consent of the other party.

8.5.

Notwithstanding the return or destruction of Proprietary Information as herein provided,
the Service Provider and the licensee

of the Project Data will be bound by the

obligations of confidentiality and all other obligations which will survive the termination of
the Agreement.

A confidentiality agreement will be

executed between the service

provider and the licensee and a copy of the same will be furnished to DGH for record.

8.6

Service provider and the licensee shall use the data solely for the purpose of E&P
activities. Licensee will also be subject to Indian laws and the jurisdiction of Indian
Courts. Service provider will make provisions in this regard in their contract Agreement
with licensees.

9.0. TAXES, LEVIES AND DUTIES

Service Provider shall be solely liable for payment and shall pay all taxes including service tax, if
any, fees or charges for the services rendered, customs duties, stamp duties, registration fees,
taxes on property, levies, fees or charges generally applicable from time to time in India or in the
Country where any activity mentioned in this Agreement is conducted. The taxes shall include all
personnel and corporate taxes as well as all other taxes including service taxes arising out of this
Agreement and shall be borne by the Service Provider, and the DGH shall have no liability in this
regard.

10.0. ADDRESSES FOR NOTICES
a)

Directorate General of Hydrocarbons (DGH)
OIDB Bhawan, Tower A, Plot No. 2,
Sector- 73,
Noida-201301
INDIA
Fax: 0120-2472000
Attn: Director General (Hydrocarbons)
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b)

Service Provider ……………………
……………………………………
……………………………………
……………………………………

Attn: Authorised Person (specify)

11.0. TERMINATION AND / OR CONCLUSION OF AGREEMENT DURATION:

11.1.

In case of breach of any of the obligations and conditions stipulated in this Agreement,
the DGH shall have the right to terminate the Agreement without compensation, for
which DGH will first issue a show cause notice giving 30 days time to the Service
Provider to reply.

11.2.

DGH may at any time terminate the Agreement by giving 30 days notice to Service
provider, without compensating the Service Provider, if the Service Provider becomes
bankrupt or otherwise insolvent or for reasons of national security.

11.3

This Agreement will be liable to be terminated in the event of non validity of the Bank
Guarantee. Such non validity, prior to compliance with Clauses 6.1, 7.1, 15.4 and 15.5
of the Agreement, if not rectified expeditiously by the Service Provider on his own, may
result in seizure and/or confiscation of the Project Data along with vessels, equipments
etc., besides appropriate legal action being taken.

11.4.

Either party shall have the right to terminate this Agreement on account of Force Majeure
as set forth in Clause 14.

11.5

The Agreement shall be liable for termination without any compensation if it is found at
any stage that the Service Provider has furnished false information.

11.6.

Upon termination under any Clause of this Agreement, all data (both DGH Data and
Project Data) and reports or any other material shall be returned to DGH at no cost within
a period of 30 days from the date of termination and all the rights of the Service Provider
under this Agreement shall cease from the date of termination.

11.7.

Notwithstanding the termination or conclusion of the Agreement, the parties shall
continue to be bound by the provisions of this Agreement that require some action after
the termination or conclusion of this Agreement.
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12.

SAFETY
The service provider undertaking the survey shall be responsible to ensure that the
concerned operation is conducted with due regard to the safety and health of persons
including divers and safety and security of property engaged in the operation.

13.0. INDEMNIFICATION
13.1.

The Service provider hereby agrees to indemnify and hold DGH harmless from any loss
or liability, (including all/any of attorney’s fees and related legal expenses), arising out of
any claim for damages to Service Provider’s property and injuries to or death of Service
provider’s employees and agents caused by, or incidental to Service provider’s
performance under this Agreement, regardless of reasons or causes of any such loss,
liability, injury, or death.

13.2.

The Service Provider agrees to indemnify and hold the DGH harmless for any direct,
indirect punitive, incidental or consequential damages to anybody including, without
limitation, loss of production or business

interruptions which result in any manner,

directly or indirectly, from the performance of this Agreement.

14.0. FORCE MAJEURE
14.1. In the event of either party being rendered unable by Force Majeure to perform any
obligation required to be performed by them under the Agreement, the relative obligation
of the party affected by such Force Majeure shall be suspended for the period during
which such cause lasts. The term “Force Majeure” as employed herein shall mean
“natural

phenomena or calamities, earthquakes, typhoons, fires, wars declared or

undeclared, hostilities, invasions, blockades, riots, strikes, insurrection and civil
disturbances but shall not include the unavailability of funds”

14.2.

Where a Service Provider is claiming suspension of its obligations on account of Force
Majeure, it shall promptly, but in no case later than fifteen (15) days after the occurrence
of the event of Force Majeure, notify the DGH in writing with full particulars of the Force
Majeure, the estimated duration thereof, the obligations affected and the reasons for its
suspension.
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14.3.

The Service Provider affected shall promptly notify DGH as soon as the Force Majeure
event has been removed and no longer prevents it from complying with the obligations
which have been suspended and shall thereafter resume compliance with such
obligations as soon as possible.

14.4.

The Service Provider asserting the claim of Force Majeure shall have the burden of
proving that the circumstances constitute valid grounds of Force Majeure under Clause
14.1 and that Service Provider has exercised reasonable diligence and efforts to remedy
the clause of any alleged Force Majeure.

15.0. PROCEDURE FOR CLEARANCE FROM MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

15.1. The Speculative Multi-client survey in the area will be carried out under the direct
supervision of representative of DGH/Government in order to ensure security of physical
oceanographic data. It would be mandatory for all seismic survey vessels and aircrafts
deployed by Joint venture/foreign/private companies to have such representatives
embarked onboard from the time for inspection of the vessel/aircraft till the completion of
Geo-scientific Survey.

15.2. The Service Provider will be required to seek clearance from Ministry of Defence and
other Government Agencies whenever such data

is sought to be sent out of India,

provided however that if the processed data is based on the raw data already cleared by
such agencies, no fresh clearance will be required. For this purpose the service provider
will have to submit a self-contained proposal to DGH who will forward the same to
Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas for taking it up with other Government Agencies.

15.3. The Service Provider is required to ensure that all foreign personnel onboard vessels
have been duly cleared by the Ministry of Home Affairs and any other Government
Agency designated for this purpose. Particulars of employees of Indian origin shall also
be furnished to Ministry of Home Affairs.

15.4. The Service Provider will forward raw data within one month of completion of Geoscientific survey(s), through DGH, to Integrated Headquarters of Ministry of Defence
(Navy)/Naval Hydrographic Office (NHO), Dehradun and to Air HQs, free of cost.
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15.5. The Geo-scientific Data of coastal and sea floor surface including geo-physical, geomagnetic and seismological data, geo-chemical characteristics (rocks & sediments etc.)
and bathymetric data, as and when collected by the Service Provider, must be shared
with DRDO and Integrated Headquarters of the Ministry of Defence (Navy), in processed
form free of cost. The DGH will facilitate sharing of this data.

15.6. Vessels and aircraft will operate in the

Exclusive Economic Zone of the country in

accordance with the provisions of the Territorial Waters, Continental Shelf, Exclusive
Economic Zone and other Maritime Zones Act., 1976, and other rules and regulations in
force in this regard.

15.7. NAVAREA warnings issued by Chief Hydrographer to the Government of India will be
strictly followed by the Service Providers in the Area cleared for Geo-scientific
Survey/Activities. In case of any failure to vacate the area covered by NAVAREA warning
within specified period, the Government or the DGH will not be liable for any damage,
and the entire liability shall rest with the Service Provider.

15.8. Vessels and aircraft detained for violating the existing rules and regulations are liable to
be escorted to the nearest port and detained till investigations are completed or fresh
clearance is accorded. All such actions will be at the Service Provider’s cost.
15.9.

The Service Provider would continue to apply for a case-by-case approval of the
Ministry of Defence and related Agencies for the deployment of vessels and aircraft for
Geo-scientific Survey/Activities in the Area cleared by Ministry of Defence as per laid
down regulations.

15.10. All flights to /from vessels (if any), when within or likely to be within Air Defence
Identification Zone (ADIZ), will operate strictly in accordance with the provisions of
rules/instructions issued by DGCA/IAF, especially in respect of the requirement for Flight
Plan clearance, Air Defence clearance and clearances under other rules and regulations
in force.

15.11. The conditions and restrictions specified for acquisition, processing and interpretation of
data, if any, by Ministry of Defence and related Agencies would be adhered to by the
Service Providers.
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16.0.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Any dispute under this Agreement shall be settled through mutual discussions, failing
which by Arbitration. Any Arbitration under this Agreement shall be governed by the
Indian Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 (Arbitration Act). The venue of the
arbitration proceedings pursuant to this Clause, shall be Delhi or New Delhi, India, and
shall be conducted in English language.

17.0.

GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION
This Agreement, including all matters connected with this Agreement, shall be governed
by the Indian Laws in force, both substantive and procedural. Nothing in this agreement
shall entitle the service provider to exercise the rights privileges and power conferred
upon it by this agreement in a manner which will contravene the laws of India.

This

Agreement shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of competent Courts at Delhi /
New Delhi.
DATED AS OF THE ------------------ DAY OF ----------------

20…

……………………………………………
Director General
Directorate General of Hydrocarbons
………………………………………..
Head, Multi Client Services

Authorised Signatory of the Service Provider
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Annexure – 1

Work Program and Deliverables:
(The Service Provider has to specify the details, as appropriate, out of the following indicative list
based on the requirements of survey/ activities.)

1.

Area and Layout:
1.1

Location Map (with indicative seismic lines) and the proposed survey Area along
with boundary co-ordinates (Latitude, Longitude and XY ) and extent of Area in
Sq. Km. - One PDF copy; One hard copy.

2.

Activities and Modality:
The Service Providers should furnished full details of Geo-scientific Survey/Activities
including Onland/ Offshore/ Airborne acquisition of Geo-scientific Data through seismic,
gravity, magnetic, magneto telluric, geochemical surveys etc. and activities which may
cover processing, reprocessing, interpretation, reinterpretation etc. of Geo-scientific
Data. These details should include the volume of Geo-scientific Survey/Activities in
appropriate units such as line kilometers, Sq. Km etc.

3.

Deliverables on the conclusion of Geo-scientific Survey/Activities*:
3.1.

Original raw data tapes: One set

3.2.

Copied tapes of raw data: One set

3.3.

Processed data tapes: One set.

*The media for submission of Project Data will be as per the latest industry standards (e.g. Cartridges 3592 in
case of seismic surveys) or as prescribed by DGH.

3.4. Two sets of each report (both in hard and PDF

form) of Acquisition and/or

Processing and/or Interpretation incorporating the following:
(a) Acquisition report should include daily production reports in compiled form,
Calibration and experiment details, actual parameters etc.
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(b) Processing report should include the applied processing sequence with its
parameters
(c) Interpretation report should include fault & horizon interpretation (ASCII) and
input from the available geophysical and geological data.
(d) Lead Identification report with prioritization of identified leads.

3.5. Indicative Deliverables specific to Seismic surveys, if applicable:
3.5.1 One set of intermediate gathers (in digital form):
(a) Navigation merged Shot Gathers-SEG Y
(b) PSTM Gathers (unmuted)-SEG Y
(c) PSDM Gathers (unmuted)-SEG Y

3.5.2 (a) Navigation Data (Final Navigation Data, Source and Receiver Navigation)-ASCII: Soft
Copy (One set)
(b) Base Map: Two sets (Hard Copy), One set (CD)
(c) Processed (Stack) and interpreted data: One soft copy each
(d) PSTM Velocity -SEG Y: Soft Copy- One Set
(e) PSDM Velocity –SEGY: Soft Copy- One Set

3.5.3 Final Sections with side label and velocity boxes (for 2D survey):
(a) One set of Black and White Reduced Scale Paper Sections; Horizontal Scale
1:200,000; Vertical Scale: 2.5’’/second with side label containing Survey Parameters,
Processing Sequence, and Base Map with Line highlighted.
(b) Soft Copy of CGM plots-One set

Note:

Additional Deliverables to be detailed by Service Provider for proposed specific geoscientific activity in the Agreement

3.6

Deliverables for geo-scientific activities other than seismic survey is to be detailed
by the Service Provider.

3.7

Demonstration Package comprising data/ images etc. from the Project Data in soft
and hard copy as detailed in clause 7.3.

4. Reference Information:

4.1.1. Technical & geological objective for the placement of proposed lines with co-ordinates
in Latitude, Longitude -One PDF copy; One hard copy
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4.1.2. Parameters & specifications of proposed geo-scientific activities relating to Acquisition
and/or Processing and/or Interpretation- One PDF copy; One hard copy.
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Annexure –2

BANK GUARANTEE
(To be submitted on non-judicial stamp paper)
Ref. No. Bank Guarantee No. …………………….
Date ………../ ……….../ ……………….
Valid up to ……………………………….
To
Directorate General of Hydrocarbons
OIDB Bhawan, Tower A, Plot No. 2,
Sector- 73 ,
Noida-201301
INDIA

Dear Sirs,

In consideration of Directorate General of Hydrocarbons, a statutory body, under the Ministry of
Petroleum & Natural Gas, established in 1993 and having its office, at OIDB Bhawan, Tower A,
Plot No. 2, Sector-73, Noida-201301 (hereinafter referred to as "DGH", which expression shall
unless repugnant to the context or meaning thereof includes all its successors, administrators,
executors and permitted assigns) having entered into an Agreement No. ……………………..,
dated …………………. (hereinafter called "the Agreement " which expression shall include all the
amendments thereto) with M/s. ………………………………… having its registered / head office
at ……………………………………………………. (hereinafter referred to as " Service Provider")
which expression shall, unless repugnant to the context or meaning thereof include all its
successors, administrators, executors;

The Service provider having agreed to furnish to DGH a Bank guarantee for an amount of Indian
Rupees / US$ ………………….for faithful performance of the Agreement;
We ………………………… (name of the bank along with address, Telex No., FaxNo.) registered
under the laws of ……………………… having head / registered office at ………………………
(hereinafter referred to as "The Bank" which expression shall, unless repugnant to the contest or
meaning thereof include all its successors, administrators, executors and permitted assigns) do
hereby guarantee and undertake to pay immediately on first demand in writing any/all moneys to
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the

extent

of

Indian

Rs./US$

……………………….

(in

figures)

……………………………………………….. (in words) without any demur, reservation, contest or
protest and/or without any reference to the Service Provider. Any such demand made by DGH
on the Bank by serving a written notice shall be conclusive and binding, without any proof, on the
bank notwithstanding any dispute(s) pending before any Court, Tribunal, Arbitrator or any other
authority and/or any other matter or thing whatsoever, as liability under these presents being
absolute and unequivocal. We agree that the guarantee herein contained shall be irrevocable
and shall continue to be enforceable until it is discharged by DGH in writing. This guarantee shall
not be determined, discharged or affected by the liquidation, winding up, dissolution or
insolvency of the Service Provider and shall remain valid, binding and operative against the
Bank.

The Bank also agrees that DGH at its option shall be entitled to enforce this Guarantee against
the Bank as a principal debtor, in the first instance, without proceeding against the Service
Provider and notwithstanding any security or other guarantee that DGH may have in relation to
the Service Provider’s liabilities.

The Bank further agrees that DGH shall have the fullest liberty without our consent and without
affecting in any manner our obligations hereunder to vary any of the terms and conditions of the
said Agreement or to extend time of performance by the said Service Provider (s) from time to
time or to postpone for any time or from time to time exercise any of the powers vested in DGH
against the said Service Provider (s) and to forebear or enforce any of the terms and conditions
relating to the said Agreement and we shall not be relieved from our liability by reason of any
such variation, or extension being granted to the said Service Provider (s) or for any
forbearance, act or omission on the part of DGH or any indulgence by DGH to the said Service
provider(s) or any such matter or thing whatsoever which under the law relating to sureties
would, but for this provision, have effect of so relieving us.
This Guarantee shall not be discharged by any change in our constitution, in the constitution of
DGH or that of the Service Provider.

The Bank confirms that this guarantee has been issued with observance of appropriate laws of
the country of issue.
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The Bank also agrees that this guarantee shall be governed and construed in accordance with
Indian Laws and subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of competent Indian courts of the place from
where Agreement has been signed.

Notwithstanding anything contained hereinabove, our liability under this Guarantee is limited to
Indian

Rs./US$

…………………………………………

(in

figures)

(Indian

Rs./US$

…………………………………………………………. (in words) and it shall remain in force until
………………… (indicate the date of expiry of bank guarantee) unless extended further. Any
claim under this Guarantee must be received by us before the said expiry of this Bank
Guarantee. If no such claim has been received by us by within the said expiry/extended date, the
rights of DGH under this Guarantee will cease. However, if such a claim has been received by us
within the said date, all the rights of DGH, under the Guarantee shall be valid and shall not
cease until we have satisfied that claim.

In witness whereof, the bank through its authorised officer has set its hand and stamp on this
………………. day of ………………… 2013…………………….. at …………………………………..
…………………………………………
(Signature)
WITNESS No. 1
___________________ _____________________
(Signature)
Full name and official address Full Name, designation &
(in legible letters) official Address (in legible
letters) with Bank Stamp
Attorney as per power of
Attorney No. ___________
Date : ________________

WITNESS No. 2
___________________
(Signature)
Full name and official address
(in legible letters)
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